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Sprint Daily
We talked about current project status:


#5 - [1] Choose desired simulator
Is done waiting for the images of simulators we put field for upload image and it will shows
simulators and don’t do it manually. Should be able to login example login for testing (user:
shag pass: 123456789)
Paolo Manca: Now images can be provided through the web page, so we don't need to wait
Thijmen anymore.
As always, uploading files is trickier as it should and it took me a few hours (around 6) to
get this done.
Then we created a new user story:
#52 - [] Restrict picture size to 256 x 256



#29 - [6] Confirm booking
Not done yet.
For now we just added a confirm button in the view page of a booking. Refer to the constant
declared in models/booking to know the mapping between status and current
implementation



#32 - [3] Pick specific date
Is done
DatePicker code copied to staff/agenda page, check story_#33 branch



#33 - [4] View booking for a specific day
The font should be a bit small
Much bigger fonts please!
http://dev.bookeasy.manca.eu/index.php/staff/agenda?day=2014-12-14
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#49 - [1] Restrict booking time slots and time spans in the past
Is done



#11 - [4] Block time slot
Is done



#14 - [4] Modify simulator's time slot
Is done just to redefine some changes creating new stories



#45 - [2] Create time slots
Is done and it is restricted to all the Users



#2 - [1] Insert booking information
Is done



#3 - [1] Validate booking information
Is done, this story was related with #2. The validation is already done



#20 - [4] Introduce permissions
Is done, just to marge to the branch dev and to write on google drive a document how it is
works.
If you select the last simulator and hit the next day button, you are at the first simulator
again.
Error when you click on a closed timeslot, there also is an error when you click on an
available booking. It will be solved.



#48 - [1] Calculate price
Stefano said that this story its already done on story #2
http://dev.bookeasy.manca.eu/index.php/parameter



#27 - [4] Adjust prices
Table on database with value already set, entry fee and email of coordinator.
Almost done, but should be completed on the next sprint



#44 - [2] Change simulator in calendar view
It will be done on next sprint



#30 - [3] View calendar with all information
This story is related to story #32



#24 - [1] Select time span outside the opening hours
Is done



#28 - [2] Assign instructors



#43 - [2] Assign yourself
Not started yet, it will be done next sprint



NEW story
#51 - Rethink the time span selection from mobile devices (and implement)
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Sprint review / Retrospective:









Sebastian Kunze: A lot features are done, focus on interconnection of them.
Stefano Campanella: it has gone much better this sprint, less confusion around.
Alessandro Baggio: Considering that we have to identify and focus the most important main
functionality to the system that they are very important for our customer.
Most functionality already implemented, what is missing is user interface that should be
better, now there are just numbers table, not content well shown.
To consider to work more on presentation on our product. Things well shown and our
product will be better. Focus on interface. We have Christmas holiday and we should plan
calendar of a long sprint, we are going to meet two weeks from now. Make interface for the
user more intuitive and have a meeting before to deliver our product.
Paolo Manca: We are working well and we will be in time for the project delivery.
Mert Ergunt: He is working currently on different computer, not able to testing, I will work on
testing document for the next sprint with Endri and Marco.
Robert Engelmann: The sprint was fine and he is agree with all.
Endri Azizi: This sprint we worked on the new users stories and our work is going good and
I am agree with what my team said.

PLANNING
We estimated the time for each user story
#20 - [0.5] Introduce permissions
#33 - [1] View booking for a specific day
#30 - [1] View calendar with all information
#44 - [1] Change simulator in calendar view
#48 - [1] Calculate price
#28 - [2] Assign instructors
#43 - [2] Assign yourself
#27 - [0.5] Adjust prices
#29 - [4] Confirm booking
#17 - [2] Create new account
#34 - [1] Restore password
#51 - [3] Rethink the time span selection from mobile devices (and implement)
#54 - [3] Intuitive navigation
#52 - [2] Restrict picture size
#40 - [4] Overhaul user interface
#47 - [3] Change email notification text
#35 - [2] Create guide on how to create/use translation system
#38 - [1] Highlight logged in instructor in calendar view
DECISION:
Deadline for users stories with high priority.
Daily Meeting 28th December at 4:00 pm.
Daily Meeting 2nd January at 4:00 pm.
People that are doing testing also to produce testing documentations.
Four people to testing: Endri, Sebastian, Robert and Valerio.
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